
Welcome
This journal is created to keep you on track with your
plan, help you with your plot, inspire you with ideas,

provide some tips, inspiration and 
teach you how to create your engaging story.

 
You can create your story in 90 days!

Write freely and keep going.
Edit later

 
You will find random writing prompts and exercises to

remove writer's block and pages for notes.
 
 
 

I am your guide, Gloria Coppola, best-selling author,
award-winning Intl. educator, life, and story

development coach.
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Every writing journey begins with an idea.
 

What is yours? 
Do you have a specific genre in mind yet?
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Set your Monthly intention
Write your goals
How to organize your work
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How to plan and plot your story
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 Create your characters and scenes
Practice with writing prompts
Who is your audience
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Sample Ideas
Write a story about something that seems ordinary to

your protagonist but would be perceived as extraordinary
by someone else.

~~~~~
A cell phone is found inside a sealed Egyptian tomb.

~~~~
You're sitting at your desk eating candy hearts. You start
to realize the notes on the hearts are trying to give you a

message.
~~~~

A long-standing feud erupts during a funeral or wedding.



Ideas



Set your Monthly
Intention



Set your Monthly
Intention

 
Set your intention

 
Ex. It is my intention to promise myself I will time block 4 days

a week to write for at least 30 minutes.
Now, your turn!

 
Write down a positive intentional outcome for your month.

 
 
 
 
.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 Goals



Date:   Create A Vision Board

  I am a
Published Author.

My Name



Organize

Main Character

Protagonist

Scenes

Research

Create Tabs



Plan & Plot
Most people want to just start writing and spend little

time planning and plotting.
Perhaps you already started a story. No worries

Allow me to introduce you outlining it so you develop a
solid foundation in your story and continue to build upon

it.
 

  1. Get a separate notebook and sticky notes
2. What is your genre?

3. Who is your primary character aka Protagonist
4. Who is the antagonist (s)? It could also be the

challenges you have in your own head or a person
5. Where is your first scene, subsequent scenes

6. Separate your notebook with a sticky note for each
category above.

7. Begin to jot down your ideas and keep adding
8. Develop a strong character

9. Follow the prompts and write from your heart
10. Be imaginative, make it fun and interesting
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I treat myself with genuine self-respect and
compassion every day. 

 

 



Prior to each writing prompt take time to prepare
for breathless writing with the

 short meditation above. 
 

Writing prompts will change as we progress and
they have a purpose to get you into a creative

space and to trust what wants to flow through you.
 

Imagine
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The sun is rising and a brand new day is upon you.
What message does the sun have for you today?_

Writing Prompt



Breathless Writing

Learn to use this simple technique before writing and
when blocks seem to appear out of nowhere.

 
Set aside a few minutes to breathe deeply and relax.

Remove any agenda about what you will write.
Allow yourself to feel grounded and centered in

 your heart space.
Breathe deeply and fully exhale any expectation

 5 or 6 times.
 

Imagine you can connect with your higher wisdom, your
writing guides, and your imagination. 

Be still and breathe into that connection.
 

Now do this before each writing prompt I provide and in
10 seconds write whatever you feel.

 No overthinking allowed.
 Trust the process.

Make it part of your writing ritual.
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Who is your audience?



NOT everyone is your ideal audience
 

*Identify an age bracket 
*Mostly male/female?

*Genre
* Romance, Fantasy, Mystery

*Self Help, Sci-Fi, etc.
*Income range

*Where do they shop?
*Where do they hang out?

*What is their main challenge in life?
This is very important. The "Pain" Point you target and

how you can resolve it will align your audience.
*What do they want to change?
Where do they want to travel?

What type of personality do they have?
 

Keep going!

Identify them







Main Character



A personality trait can have layers. 
 

Ask yourself why your character 
behaves a certain way.

 
If you have a superhuman main character, balance them

with a character with whom readers can identify.
 

Describe more than physical traits
Quirks? Habits, posture, attitude, etc.

 
It’s all about writing characters who feel alive.

 Only then can readers come to love or hate them.
 

One of the best ways to inspire yourself is to observe and
dissect the work of great authors.

 
I also like to watch movies and pay attention to the details

of the character development
 throughout the story. 

 
Not everything is told in the first chapter.

 
Weave their personality traits throughout your chapter so

the reader gets to know them more as they continue to
read the story.



A character should be memorable
Relatable ~ Intriguing

 
Depending on your topic your character will 

have different traits.
 

What stands out about your character that your reader will
remember? How can you make them compelling?

What challenges do they have in the story?
 

Do you have a favorite character from a movie or book? 
What kept you interested in them?

 How did you relate to them?
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Create memorable characters





Character Traits



Character Challenges



Antagonist Traits



Now you try

When inserting the elements of your character
personality outline into the story, remember 

the old adage, 
 

“Show don’t tell.”
 

Giving some background info is necessary, but don’t cram
in lackluster sentences like, “Virginia always got angry

when her little sister stole her clothes.”
 

or
 

" Tony was handsome, tall with brown eyes and a
muscular body who was always charming."

 
Re-word these sentences and make them more

interesting and engaging.



Warm up Ritual
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
1.
2.
3.
 

What 3 activities can you do before writing as
 part of a warm up ritual



Scenes

List your locations and
describe each one 

in 5 words 









Writing Prompt



Write about a country you'd like to visit. 
How do you imagine your time will

 be spent there?



Engage your reader



Inciting Incident

Create an event in the 
main character's life?

Does it create motivation, 
concern, fear?

How will they respond and go into action?
This sets the course for the plot.

What is the challenge or conflict
  (the main problem) that needs to be solved?

This is what will engage your reader
 and maintain their attention!

You can vary degrees of inciting incidences that lead up
to a bigger climax and resolution.

If your story is non-fiction you may still be able to apply
this. Ex. Self-help books can have a problem that gets

resolved.





 How do you find motivation?

I feel amazing when I wake up early, dedicate a few moments
to my paper and moving my pen. I am committed to this habit

and proud of myself for upholding it.



Set your Monthly Intention

 Dig into the heart of what you are using your writing to uncover



Time block
30 mins. daily to write

S C H E D U L E



 Goals



Your character is facing a challenge
How will they solve it



Peer Reviewer

W H O  W I L L  B E  Y O U R





Writing Prompt

I prioritize my writing, and
think about what is truly
serving me with each pen

stroke I make.

Write about something you love
 

Include engaging and relatable emotions





Begin your story
 

Grab the attention of your reader in the
first paragraph



Open your story with
something

shocking, curious,
mysterious or
compelling.

 
Make your character

relatable
 
 

A T T E N T I O N !











How do your
characters speak to each other

P R A C T I C E



 
Dialogue is an excellent tool to display and develop

character relationships overall. 
 

Good dialogue establishes relationships, and great
dialogue adds to them even more.

 
Pretend three of your characters want to go on a

vacation together.
 

 How does each character share where they want to
go?

 
 Write out their dialogue with unique word choice,

tone, and body language in mind.
 

Read it out loud when you are done?
Does it read well?

 
I recommend always reading your work out loud and

also record your chapters to listen to.
Why?

You will realize that what is in your thoughts does not
always come out the same way when you listen.







Writing Prompt
They help to remove 

writing blocks

What is behind the door?





Describe how you
 feel today



Basic Editing Tips



Simple edits

Avoiding beginning sentences with So, But, And then.
Check the use of starting sentences with "I" and

readjust the structure to read better.
Avoid the repetitive use of words - find another option

Be sure sentences are not run on. Adjust.
Use spell check on Microsft Word or Grammarly.

Run your draft through an editing program such as
Pro Writing Aid. It is a good program to check your

proper placement of the comma, semicolon, spelling
errors, and suggestions for better structure.

Read your chapters out loud - Often you will catch
many ways to re-word your work to read clearer.

Record your work and 'listen', you will also be able to
hear where you need to adjust descriptives and

engage your reader more.
 ALWAYS get a professional editor when done.

Be mindful of the following during your writing process
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Writing Prompt
 

Write about forgiveness

I forgive myself for being imperfect
because I am human. Every
perceived failure provides an

opportunity to learn and grow





Introduce your antagonist

T H E  P L O T  T H I C K E N S



Avoid introducing too many

Avoid boring details.

Don't be so factual that you lose your audience.

Don't lag with descriptions. Keep the pace
interesting, engaging.

       characters at once.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

T I P S

Bring the action into your story that is exciting

Read, Record, and listen to your story. You will
catch many things that need to be adjusted 

Ask yourself "Does my reader really need to know
this? Is it relevant to the story?"

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 











with your
progress?

A R E  Y O U  S A T I S F I E D



Writing Prompt

I am kind, compassionate, and genuine to
others. Listening and holding space for

them is a powerful gift.

What would you change about
 yourself or your life?





Use adjectives well.
Engage and appeal to all the senses!

Create an experience.
Make your audience feel like
 they are in your story Fiction

 or non-fiction.
Avoid Cliche.

Stay in momentum, don't allow 
your story to lag.

Pacing is important!
Tell interesting stories.

 
 
 
 

How can you 
write more

engaging content

I trust the Universe. It gives
me exactly what I need at

exactly the right time.





Writing Blocks

I constantly remind myself to be present.
Maximizing the now is more important

than ruminating on the past or agonizing
over the future.

These so-called blocks
are usually resistance distractions

Do something fun - dance-
walk in nature, exercise

 
Remember to TIME block on

 your calendar like an appointment
 

Use your breathless writing technique we began with
 and let it flow - Don't overthink  

 
Those negative voices in your head like to sabotage you

Heal that old belief! 
 

Go write a poem!



Write a simple poem

My goals are valid, and I am fully
equipped to achieve them. I believe in

myself and take the necessary steps every
day to fulfill my dreams



 
 





































Congratul
ations

Congratul
ations

Congratul
ations

   



 
Celebrate reaching your goals







To schedule a coaching
consultation, or if you have

any questions about
publishing, please reach out

to:
Gloria Coppola

gloria@gloriacoppola.com
www.PPP-publishing.com

 
Powerful Potential & Purpose

Publishing is a proud member of


